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Abstract
In this paper we characterize the matrices A with the following property: for each
" > 0 there exists k 2 N such that kAk ¡ Ik < " for a given matrix norm. This
characterization is applied to the theory of unitary, hermitian nonnegative, positive
and stochastic matrices.
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1 Introduction
Given a matrix A 2 Cn£n, the sequence (Ak)1
k=1 has been used many times
in applied mathematics, for example Markov chains or Neumann series. The
following useful facts are well known (see, for example, [4, Ch. 7]):
² limk!1 Ak = O if and only if ½(A) < 1.
Email address: jbenitez@mat.upv.es (Julio Ben´ ıtez).
Preprint submitted to Elsevier Science 2 December 2005² limk!1 Ak exists if and only if ½(A) < 1 or else ½(A) = 1, with ¸ = 1 being
the only eigenvalue on the unit circle and alg multA(1) = geo multA(1).
On the other hand, projectors (A2 = A) have been widely studied and applied
in many areas (for example statistics [5]), tripotent matrices (A3 = A) have
been studied (for example, see [1]) and this class of matrices arises in the
theory of generalized inverses (see [2]). A useful generalization of projectors
and tripotent matrices is the class of matrices A such that there exists k 2 N
with Ak+1 = A. If A is nonsingular then the last equality yields Ak = I. It
can be proved that for a given matrix A 2 Cn£n,
A
k = I () A is diagonalizable and ¾(A) µ Ωk; (1)
where Ωk is the set of the kth roots of 1. Note that (1) implies that fAk : k ¸ 1g
is a ﬁnite set.
In this paper we deal with a certain group of matrices satisfying a wider
condition:
For each " > 0 there exists k 2 N such that kA
k ¡ Ik < ": (?)
Since in a ﬁnite dimensional normed space all norms are equivalent, it is
easy to see that if a matrix A satisﬁes property (?) for a certain matrix norm,
then A satisﬁes (?) for all matrix norms. In topological terms, property (?)
is equivalent to saying that I 2 cl(fAk : k ¸ 1g), where cl(S) denotes the
closure of the set S.
The set of matrices satisfyng (?) is strictly wider than the set of matrices
satisfying (1). Let Á 2 R such that Á=2¼ = 2 Q, it is easy to see that A :=
feiÁ;e2iÁ;:::g is not a ﬁnite subset of C, then the following classical theorem
2of Kronecker assures that A is dense in fz 2 C : jzj = 1g, so 1 2 cl(A), hence
I 2 cl(fAk : k ¸ 1g), where A := (eiÁ) 2 C1£1.
Kronecker's Approximation Theorem: If Á 2 R then feiÁ;e2iÁ;¢¢¢g is
either ﬁnite or dense in fz 2 C : jzj = 1g.
We denote by SC the unit circle in C, i.e. SC := fz 2 C : jzj = 1g. We shall
need the following facts: If k ¢ k is a matrix norm on Cn£n and if S 2 Cn£n
is nonsingular, then kXkS := kS¡1XSk for all X 2 Cn£n is a matrix norm
(see for example [3, Ch 5]). The maximum column sum matrix norm k ¢ k1 is
deﬁned on Cn£n by kAk1 := maxf
Pn
i=1 jaijj;1 · j · ng. Moreover we need
the following result for the power of a Jordan block (see [4, Ch. 7]): For a k£k
Jordan block with eigenvalue ¸ and for a polynomial p,
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: (2)
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we give a characterization of
the property (?) by means of a similar condition to (1). In section 3 we apply
the aforesaid characterization to unitary, hermitian, positive, nonnegative, and
stochastic matrices.
32 Main result
The next result characterizes matrices satisfying property (?) by means of the
spectral theory.
Theorem 1 Let A 2 Cn£n. Then A satisﬁes property (?) if and only if A is
diagonalizable and ¾(A) ½ SC.
PROOF. Suppose that A satisﬁes property (?). First of all, we shall prove
that A is diagonalizable. Let J := J1 © ¢¢¢ © Jm be the Jordan canonical
form of A and S a nonsingular matrix such that A = SJS¡1. Let ¸i be the
eigenvalue of the Jordan block Ji. We deﬁne the following matrix norm on
Cn£n:
kXk := kS
¡1XSk1 for all X 2 C
n£n:
By hypothesis, there exists (kn)1
n=1 ½ N such that kAkn ¡ Ik < 1=n for every
n 2 N. Hence, kJkn ¡ Ik1 < 1=n holds for every n 2 N. Suppose that there
exists Ji an r £ r Jordan block with r > 1. By applying equation (2) for
p(¸) := ¸kn ¡1 we get jp(¸i)j < 1=n and jp0(¸i)j < 1=n, hence j¸
kn
i ¡1j < 1=n
and jkn¸
kn¡1
i j < 1=n holds for every n 2 N. So
lim
n!1¸
kn
i = 1; lim
n!1kn¸
kn¡1
i = 0: (3)
The ﬁrst limit implies j¸ij 6= 0. Since kn ¸ 1,
0 = lim
n!1jkn¸
kn¡1
i j = lim
n!1
¯
¯
¯ ¯
¯
kn
¸i
¸
kn
i
¯
¯
¯ ¯
¯ ¸
1
j¸ij
lim
n!1j¸
kn
i j =
1
j¸ij
;
which is a contradiction. So, all Jordan blocks are 1 £ 1. Hence J is diagonal
and A is diagonalizable.
4Now we shall prove that ¾(A) ½ SC. Following a similar argument as before,
if ¸ 2 ¾(A) then there exists (kn)1
n=1 ½ N such that limn!1 ¸kn = 1. The
folllowing cases may occur:
(1) fkn : n ¸ 1g is a ﬁnite subset of N. This implies that the set f¸kn : n ¸ 1g
is ﬁnite. Since limn!1 ¸kn = 1, there exists n0 2 N such that ¸kn = 1 for
all n ¸ n0, and hence j¸j = 1.
(2) fkn : n ¸ 1g is not a ﬁnite subset of N. There exists a subsequence of
(kn)1
n=1 that diverges to +1, since limn!1 ¸kn = 1, it is impossible that
j¸j 6= 1.
Conversely, suppose that A is diagonalizable and ¾(A) ½ SC. Pick any " >
0. Since A is diagonalizable, there exist S a nonsingular matrix and D =
diag(¸1;:::;¸n) such that A = SDS¡1. Deﬁne the following matrix norm in
Cn£n:
kXk := kS
¡1XSk1 for all X 2 C
n£n:
We shall prove the following claim: “If p is any polynomial then kAp(A)k =
kp(A)k”. In fact,
kAp(A)k=kSDp(D)S
¡1k = kDp(D)k1 = kdiag(¸1p(¸1);:::;¸np(¸n))k1
= max
1·j·nj¸jp(¸j)j = max
1·j·nj¸jjjp(¸j)j:
Recall that ¾(A) ½ SC, so j¸ij = 1 for all i = 1;:::;n, hence
kAp(A)k = max
1·j·njp(¸j)j = kdiag(p(¸1);:::;p(¸n))k1 = kp(D)k1 = kp(A)k:
By iterating the claim, we get kAkk = kAk, so the sequence (Ak)1
k=1 is
bounded. Hence there exists a convergent subsequence. Since this subsequence
is a Cauchy sequence, there exist p;q 2 N with p > q such that kAp¡Aqk < ".
Again, by the claim, we get kAp¡q ¡ Ik < ". The proof is completed. 2
5If a matrix A 2 Cn£n satisﬁes the following property:
For each " > 0 there exists k 2 N such that kA
k+1 ¡ Ak < "; (?0)
we shall write that A satisﬁes property (?0). Note that this class of matrices
generalizes the projectors (A2 = A) and the tripotent matrices (A3 = A).
If we slightly modify the argument of Theorem 1 we get the following result.
Theorem 2 Let A 2 Cn£n. Then A satisﬁes property (?0) if and only if A
is diagonalizable and ¾(A) ½ f0g [ SC.
PROOF. Suppose that A satisﬁes property (?0). First of all we shall prove
that A is diagonalizable. Let J be the Jordan canonical form of A. Assume
that J has an r£r Jordan block (r > 1) associated with ¸i. The only diﬀerence
from the proof of Theorem 1 is that we must change the limits appearing in
(3):
lim
n!1¸
kn+1
i = ¸i; lim
n!1(kn + 1)¸
kn
i = 1:
From the second limit we obtain ¸i 6= 0 and from the ﬁrst limn!1 ¸
kn
i = 1.
Since kn ¸ 1 we obtain
1 = lim
n!1j(kn + 1)¸
kn
i j ¸ 2 lim
n!1j¸ij
kn = 2;
which is a contradiction. Thus, A is diagonalizable. In order to prove ¾(A) ½
f0g [ SC, pick any ¸ 2 ¾(A). By applying a similar argument as in the proof
of Theorem 1, there exists (kn)1
n=1 ½ N such that limn!1 ¸kn+1 = ¸. If ¸ 6= 0
then limn!1 ¸kn = 1 and the conclusion follows as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Suppose that A is diagonalizable and ¾(A) ½ f0g[SC. We may suppose that
¾(A) 6µ f0g, since otherwise A = O. Pick any " > 0. Since A is diagonalizable,
6there exist S a nonsingular matrix and D = diag(¸1;:::;¸n) such that A =
SDS¡1. Deﬁne the following matrix norm in Cn£n:
kXk := kS
¡1XSk1 for all X 2 C
n£n:
Since ¸i 2 f0g[SC, j¸
k+1
i j = j¸ij for all k 2 N, so kAk+1k = kAk for all k 2 N.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1, we deduce that there exist p;q 2 N
with p > q such that kAp ¡ Aqk < ". Now, since ¾(A) ½ f0g [ SC
kA
p ¡ A
qk = max
¸2¾(A)
j¸
p ¡ ¸
qj = max
¸2¾(A)nf0g
j¸
p ¡ ¸
qj = max
¸2¾(A)nf0g
j¸
p¡q ¡ 1j:
Analogously we get kAp¡q+1 ¡ Ak = maxfj¸p¡q ¡ 1j : ¸ 2 ¾(A) n f0gg. So,
we obtain kAp¡q+1 ¡ Ak = kAp ¡ Aqk < " and the proof is ﬁnished. 2
Theorem 4 below gives some information on the sequence (Ak)1
k=1 if A 2 Cn£n
satisﬁes property (?). Recall the spectral Theorem (see, for example, [4]):
Theorem 3 A matrix A 2 Cn£n with spectrum f¸1;:::;¸mg is diagonalizable
if and only if there exist G1;:::;Gm 2 Cn£n such that A = ¸1G1+¢¢¢+¸mGm
where Gi is the projector onto ker(A¡¸iI) along R(A¡¸iI) satisfying GiGj =
O whenever i 6= j and G1 + ¢¢¢ + Gm = I.
Theorem 4 Suppose that A 2 Cn£n satisﬁes property (?). Then, following
the notation of Theorem 3, B 2 cl(fAk : k ¸ 1g) if and only if there exists
(kn)1
n=1 ½ N such that there exist ¹i := limn!1 ¸
kn
i for 1 · i · m and
B =
Pm
i=1 ¹iGi.
7PROOF. Suppose that B 2 cl(fAk : k ¸ 1g). So, there exists (kn)1
n=1 ½ N
such that B = limn!1 Akn. Postmultiplying by Gi with 1 · i · n, we get
BGi = ( lim
n!1A
kn)Gi = lim
n!1(A
knGi) = lim
n!1(
m X
j=1
¸
kn
j Gj)Gi = lim
n!1¸
kn
i Gi:
Let v 2 ker(Gi ¡ I) with v¤v = 1. Premultiply by v¤ and postmultiply by v
to obtain
v
¤BGiv = v
¤( lim
n!1¸
kn
i Gi)v = lim
n!1¸
kn
i :
Hence there exists ¹i := limn!1 ¸
kn
i for 1 · i · m. Now we get
B = lim
n!1A
kn = lim
n!1
m X
i=1
¸
kn
i Gi =
m X
i=1
¹iGi:
Conversely, assume that there exists (kn)1
n=1 ½ N such that there exist ¹i =
limn!1 ¸
kn
i for 1 · i · m and B =
Pm
i=1 ¹iGi. Then
B =
m X
i=1
¹iGi =
m X
i=1
lim
n!1¸
kn
i Gi = lim
n!1
m X
i=1
¸
kn
i Gi = lim
n!1A
kn: 2
Corollary 5 Suppose that A 2 Cn£n satisﬁes property (?) and B;C 2 cl(fAk :
k ¸ 1g). Then BC = CB and BC satisﬁes property (?). In particular
AB = BA and B satisﬁes property (?).
PROOF. Matrices B and C commute: in fact, by Theorem 4, we can write
B =
Pm
i=1 ®iGi and C =
Pm
i=1 ¯iGi for some ®1;:::;®m;¯1;:::;¯m 2 C.
By the spectral Theorem, B is diagonalizable and it is evident that BC =
Pm
i=1 ®i¯iGi = CB. It is easy to see, by Theorem 4 that j®i¯ij = 1 for all
1 · i · m. Again, by Theorem 1, matrix BC satisﬁes property (?). 2
Kronecker’s Theorem and Corollary 5 may suggest that if A 2 Cn£n satisﬁes
property (?) then the set fAk : k ¸ 1g is either ﬁnite or dense in fB 2 Cn£n :
8BA = AB;B satisﬁes (?)g. But this is false, as the following example shows.
Let A := diag(1;eiÁ) for Á=2¼ = 2 Q. By Kronecker’s Theorem, cl(feikÁ : k ¸
1g) = SC, now it is easy to see that cl(fAk : k ¸ 1g) = fdiag(1;z) : jzj = 1g
and we get that fAk : k ¸ 1g is not ﬁnite nor dense in fB 2 C2£2 : BA =
AB;B satisﬁes (?)g since it is not diﬃcult to prove that
fB 2 C
2£2 : BA = AB;B satisﬁes (?)g = fdiag(z;w);jzj = jwj = 1g:
3 Additional results
It can be easily proved from the deﬁnition that if a matrix A 2 Cn£n satisﬁes
(?) then A is nonsingular. In fact, if A were singular then fA;A2;:::g ½ S,
where S denotes the subset of Cn£n of singular matrices. Note that since S is
the inverse image of the closed set f0g under the continuous function det, the
set S is closed, so if A satisﬁes (?) then I 2 cl(A;A2;:::) ½ cl(S) = S, which
is clearly a contradiction. But it is not evident that A¡1 also satisﬁes (?).
Corollary 6 If A 2 Cn£n satisﬁes (?) then A is nonsingular and A¡1 satis-
ﬁes (?).
PROOF. It is enough to apply Theorem 1 and recall that A is nonsingular
if and only if 0 = 2 ¾(A) and ¸ 2 ¾(A) if and only if ¸¡1 2 ¾(A¡1). 2
Corollary 7 If U is unitary then U satisﬁes property (?).
PROOF. It is suﬃcient to recall that every unitary matrix is diagonalizable,
its spectrum is contained in SC and ﬁnally apply Theorem 1. 2
9The next corollaries describe the intersection of the set of matrices satisfyng
(?) (or (?0)) with the set of hermitian (or skew-hermitian) matrices:
Corollary 8 Let A 2 Cn£n satisfying (?). If A is hermitian then A2 = I. If
A is skew-hermitian then A2 = ¡I.
PROOF. If A is herimitian then ¾(A) ½ R. By hypothesis and by Theorem
1 we get ¾(A) ½ SC, hence ¾(A) ½ R \ SC = f1;¡1g. Again, by Theorem 1,
A is diagonalizable and so A2 = I. If A is skew-hermitian then ¾(A) ½ iR
and now the proof is analogous to the previous case. 2
Corollary 9 Let A 2 Cn£n satisfying (?0). If A is hermitian then A3 = A.
If A is skew-hermitian then A3 = ¡A.
PROOF. The proof is similar to than of the previous corollary, but we must
use Theorem 2 instead of Theorem 1. 2
Recall that a matrix A = (aij) 2 Rn£n is said to be positive (nonnegative)
whenever aij > 0 (aij ¸ 0) for all i;j and this is denoted by writing A > O
(A ¸ O). For an initial study of this class of matrices, consult for example [3,
Ch. 8] or [4, Ch. 8]. The following three corollaries link the theory of positive
(nonnegative) matrices with the properties (?) and (?0).
Corollary 10 For n ¸ 2, it is impossible that A satisﬁes both (?) and A > O.
PROOF. If A is positive then ½(A) is an eigenvalue of A and if ¸ 2 ¾(A) n
f½(A)g then j¸j < ½(A) (see [3, Th. 8.2.2, Th. 8.2.4]). By Theorem 1, A
10is diagonalizable and ¾(A) = f1g, so A = I, which is a contradiction with
A > O. 2
If we modify the argument, we can extend the previous corollary to the class
of matrices that satisﬁes the property (?0) deﬁned after Theorem 1.
Corollary 11 If A satisﬁes (?0) and A > O then A is a projector.
PROOF. It is the same proof than the previous corollary and recall that A
is a projector if and only if A is diagonalizable and ¾(A) ½ f0;1g. 2
Recall that a matrix A 2 Cn£n is said to be reducible when there exists a
permutation matrix P such that
P
TAP =
2
6 6
6 6
6
6
4
X Y
O Z
3
7 7
7 7
7
7
5
; where X and Z are both square:
Otherwise A is said to be an irreducible matrix.
For the next corollary we need the following result (see [3, Th. 8.4.6]).
Theorem 12 Let A 2 Rn£n and suppose A nonnegative, irreducible and has
h eigenvalues f¸1;:::;¸hg of modulus ½(A). Then each eigenvalue ¸i has al-
gebraic multiplicity 1 and f¸1;¢¢¢ ;¸hg are the hth roots of ½(A) given by
f½(A);½(A)!;:::;½(A)!h¡1g, where ! = exp(2¼i=h).
Corollary 13 If A 2 Rn£n is nonnegative, irreducible and satisﬁes property
(?) then A = Sdiag(1;!;:::;!n¡1)S¡1 for some nonsingular matrix S, where
! = exp(2¼i=n). In particular An = I.
11PROOF. Let f¸1;:::;¸hg be the eigenvalues of A. By Theorem 1 we get
j¸ij = 1 = ½(A) for 1 · i · h. By Theorem 12, the algebraic multiplicity of ¸i
is 1. Hence n =
Ph
i=1 alg multA(¸i) and then h = n. The conclusion follows
again from Theorem 12. 2
The following corollaries use the Gerˇ sgorin Disc Theorem: Let A = (aij) 2
Cn£n. If ¸ 2 ¾(A) then there exists j 2 f1;:::;ng such that j¸ ¡ ajjj ·
P
i6=j jaijj. Recall that a matrix A = (aij) 2 Cn£n is said to be stochastic if
A ¸ O and
Pn
i=1 aij = 1 for all j 2 f1;:::;ng.
Corollary 14 Let A 2 Rn£n stochastic, satisfying property (?) and ajj > 0
for 1 · j · n. Then A = I.
PROOF. Let ¸ 2 ¾(A). By Theorem 1 we get j¸j = 1, hence ¸ = cosµ+isinµ
for some µ 2 [0;2¼[. By Gerˇ sgorin Disc Theorem there exists j 2 f1;:::;ng
such that j¸ ¡ ajjj ·
P
i6=j jaijj. By the hypothesis,
j¸ ¡ ajjj ·
X
i6=j
jaijj =
X
i6=j
aij = 1 ¡ ajj;
hence j(¡ajj +cosµ)+isinµj2 · (1¡ajj)2. Expanding this inequality we get
ajj · ajj cosµ, since ajj 6= 0 then 1 · cosµ. The only value of µ 2 [0;2¼[ that
satisﬁes the last inequality is µ = 0, so ¸ = cosµ + isinµ = 1, therefore the
only eigenvalue of A is 1. By Theorem 1, the matrix A is diagonalizable, so
A = I. 2
Corollary 15 Let A 2 Rn£n stochastic, satisfying property (?0) and ajj > 0
for 1 · j · n. Then A2 = A.
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